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PREFACE

Since the time of Johann Sebastian Bach many musical

compositions have been written on the letters of his last

name. In German musical notation, these letters are the

equivalents of our B flat, A, C, and B natural. This study

traces the use of this motive in works written for the organ

throughout the past two centuries.

Bibliographical material for such a paper is of rela-

tively recent origin. Max Hinrichsen, writing in 1952,

believed that no complete bibliography had been previously

published of compositions on the motive B A C H. He also

wrote that Eric Blom, in his Everymants Dictionary of Music,

initiated this research which he, Max Hinrichsen, carried

further.

With Hinrichsenls material as a starting point, the

bibliography of works on this motive written specifically

for organ has been expanded in this thesis by reference to

publishers' catalogues as well as the resources of the North

Texas State University Music Library and the Library of Con-

gress. The fruits of this pursuit appear in the appendix to

this study.

1Max Hinrichsen, editor, Music Book, Vol. VII of Hinrich-
sen ts Musical Year Book, 11 vols.TNew York, 1952), p. 379.
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The study itself is limited to a detailed discussion

of only a few of the organ works thought to be most

representative.

The body of the thesis begins with a partial history of

the musical uses of the motive 13 A C H. Except for The Art

of Fugue, which was not written for a particular instrument,

all the works discussed are organ works. Composers who have

written organ works on the motive B A C H are mentioned in

Chapter I, with more details of all their works in the appendix.

Fugues of seven of the composers are discussed and partially

analyzed in Chapters II - VI to illustrate how the motive

B A C H is used, how it makes the fugue chromatic because of

its peculiar nature, and how useful the motive is since it has

the odd quality of being identical in both inversion and

retrograde.

For clarification, certain terminology is explained as

follows: The term "motive B A C H" is used to mean a fragment

consisting of the notes B flat, A, C, and B natural. Many

times this motive is termed "transposed," as when the same

order of intervals is used but absolute pitches are different

from B flat, A, C, and B natural as, for example, E flat, D,

F, and E natural. Or the motive may be termed "altered," one

or two notes being different as, for example, B flat, A,

C sharp, and B natural. Sometimes the motive is termed both

"transposed" and "altered" as, for example, E flat, D flat,

F and E natural.
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CHAPTER I

THE HISTORY OF THE MOTIVE B A C H

Since J. S. Bach introduced the motive B A C H in The

Art of Fugue, many composers, including his sons and pupils,

have written on the motive. "Notwithstanding the long line

of musical ancestors on which Bach could pride himself, it

remained for him to discover that the name of the family

could be expressed in musical notes." 1

Although Philipp Spitta thought Bach may have written a

prelude and fugue on the motive B A C H in the first ten years

or so of the eighteenth century,2 Friedemann Bach said his

father had never written any fugue upon the family name except

the fugue contained in The Art of Fugue,3 a work which con-

tains fourteen fugues and four canons based on a theme in

D minor (See Figure 1). The fourteenth fugue, unfinished

because of the death of Bach,4 is a triple fugue, which has

as its third subject the motive B A C H.

lPhilipp Spitta, The Life of Bach, Vol. III, translated

by Clara Bell and J. A. Maitland, 3 vols. (New York, 1899),
p. 205.

21bid., pp. 206-207.

3Albert Schweitzer, J. S. Bach, Vol. I, translated by
Ernest Newman, 2 vols. (London,T93S), p. 425.

4Hans T. David and Arthur Mendel, editors, The Bach
Reader (New York, 1945), p. 40.

1
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4 einSZ' subeXC

- s pe c

Fig. I---Therne in D minor, three subjects in Fugue 14+ of
The Art of the Fuguie.
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Hermann Keller5 seems to be the only writer who suggests

that Bach first used the letters of his name in a piece

called "The Little Harmonic Labyrinth,??
6  The piece is

divided into three sections, the first and last of which are

in the key of C. In the next-to-last measure (measure 30)

of the middle section in B flat, the motive B A C H appears in

the soprano voice of a chord progression. (See figure 2).

I r~r
jw adp

Fig. 2--"The Little Harmonic Labyrinth,'" measures 30-31

Bach's name was also used as a musical device in a gift

Bach received from two of his students. In 1737, Johann Lud-

wig Krebs and his brother, Johann Tobias Krebs, gave Bach a

glass goblet on his fifty-second birthday. On the goblet

was inscribed the monogram JSB and a poem, four lines of

5Hermann Keller, Die Orgelwerke Bachs (Leipzig, 1948),
p. 56.,

6Spitta is uncertain whether Bach wrote this composition,
Spitta, The Life of Bach, II, 43.
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which are preceded by four-note musical fragments.7 The first

and last of these fragments are the motive B A C H. (See

figure 3.) The second is the motive B A C H reversed and

theurer Bach!

ruffet, Ach!

7WIhofft auf Leben,

So du ihnen nur kanst geben,

Drum erhr ihr sehnlich ach!

Theurer Bach.8

Fig. 3--The poem on the Bach goblet

transposed. The technical term for such reversed motives or

themes is "cancrisans" (in German, in Krebs). The third

motive is four notes descending chromatically (CHBA, here

7Friedrich Schnapp, "The Riddle of the Bach Goblet,"
Music Book, Vol. VII of Hinrichgents Musical Year Book,
edited by Nax Hinrichsen (New York, 1952), ppo 335-34Q.

B A C H dear Bach!
G G# F F# is crying TalasI!
E D# D C# is hoping for life,
Which thou alone canst give them,
Therefore rant their longing, Alas,
Dear B A C , Bach.
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transposed to ED#DC#). In current terminology the arrange-

ment of the motive B A C H with the four notes descending

chromatically (CHBA) would be labeled "serial permutation,t"

since the original order of notes has been changed.

It is interesting that both the fugue of Krebs discussed

in the thesis and the goblet should have the same motives,

Krebs may have had the main ideas of this fugue in mind when

he and his brother had the goblet engraved. But this par-

ticular fugue was not his only fugue on B A C H, In Die

Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart, page 1730, several fugues

on B A C H by Krebs and their locations are listed (Leipzig,

Brussels Conservatory, etc.).

The Krebs brothers may have had the idea of using the

motive B A C H as a joke similar to the pun Bach is said to

have been fond of making about his favorite pupil, Johann

Ludwig Krebs: "He is the only crab (Krebs) in this brook

(Bach),"

The motive B A C H can be found in compositions by

composers who preceded J. S. Bach. However, it is hardly

likely that these composers before Bach related this motive

to the letters in his last name. In Diethard Hellmann's

edition of selected works by Jan Pieter Sweelinck (1562-

1621), there appears a "Fantasia b-a-c-h in d (aolisch)"

with the letters b-a-c-h above the appropriate notes in
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the subject of the piece.9 The use of these notes in the

Sweelinck work did not seem significant enough to merit

mention by Robert Tusler in his recent doctoral dissertation

on the organ works of Sweelinck.'0

The motive B A C H was used by yet another organ com-

poser before Bach, Georg Entelmann, German 16th and 17th

century composer and organist, is listed by Breitkoff and

Hartel as having written Fantasy, Passacaglia, Fugue on

B A C H,

Turning from the earliest-known uses of the musical

motive B A C H, we now briefly discuss its later appearances,

beginning at the time of Bach, There are twenty-two com-

posers (listed in the Appendix) who are known to have written

organ compositions on the motive B A C H. The majority of

these are German, Over half of the twenty-two have used the

motive B A C H in fugues, and fourteen of these fugues are

discussed and partially analyzed in Chapters II through VI.

The earliest of these twenty-two composers lived during

part of Bach's life. The first composer, Georg Andreas Sorge

(1703-1778), wrote three organ fugues on the motive. The

second composer, Bachts favorite student, Johann Ludwig Krebs

(1713-1780), was mentioned previously, and his short fugue

is analyzed in Chapter II,

9Jan Pieter Sweelinck, Ausgew'jhlte Werke fUr Orgel und
Klavier, Vol, I, edited by Diethard Hellmann, 2 vols. (New
York, 1957), p. 8

lobert L. Tusler, The Organ Music of Jan Pieterszoon
Sweelinck, Vol, I, 2 vols.Netherlands, 1958), p. 51,
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Another early composer is Bach Ts son, C. P. E. Bach

(1714-1788), who wrote a fugue in C on the motive B A C H.

Unlike Krebs, he did not rearrange the motive.

Johann Christian Bach (1735-1782), another son of Bach,

used the motive in a fugue in G minor. The last of this

early group is Johann Georg Albrechtsberger (1736-1809),

who was Austrian rather than.German. He used the motive

B A C H in a work in the key of G minor (Opus 3).

During the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, seven

German composers are known to have used the motive B A C H.

Robert Schumann (1810-1856) wrote Six Fugueson B A C H,

Max Reger (1873-1916) wrote Fantasy and Fugue on B A C H,

Siegfried Karg-Elert (1877-1933) wrote Passacaglia and Fugue

on B A C H, and Ernst Pepping (1901- ) composed three in-

teresting fugues on the motive. (The fugues of these four

men are discussed and partially analyzed in the following

chapters.) The works of the three other Germans, Heinrich

Bellermann (1832-1903), Josef Rheinberger (1839-1901), and

Joseph Ahrens (1904- ), are listed in the appendix.

Other composers who used the motive in the nineteenth

and twentieth centuries include one Swiss, Otto Barblan

(186o-1943), and two English, Afred Brewer (1865-1928) and

Cyril S. Christopher (1897- ). Their works are listed in

the appendix along with the works of five Americans, Wilhelm

Middleschulte (1863-1943), Walter Piston (1894- ), Camil

Van Hulse (1897- ), Richard Keys Biggs (1886-1962), and



Roland Diggle (1885- ). These last two composeral works

appear in a catalogue published by Leeds Music Corporation,

in 1958 1 1 All other works in this catalogue include their

composers, but these two works are listed by title only. The

publishers apparently thought the use of B A C H in the

pieces was more important than the- identity of the composers.

The two final composers of this period who contributed

works on this motive are Franz Liszt (1811-1886) of Hungary

who used the motive as a subject in "Fantasy and Fugue on

B A C H," and Jan Nieland of Holland who composed "Fantasy

and Fugue on B A C H." (A discussion of their works appears

in Chapters I and VI,)

From this brief discussion one can see that the use of

this motive became more widespread as the years passed,

being used mainly by German composers in organ compositions

until the latG nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

llThese two pieces are by Richard Keys Biggs and Roland
Diggle respectively, The second piece includes very little
of the B A C H motive, but considerably more of the fragment
from the second movement of Franckta' Symphony in D minor.



CHAPTER II

KREBS' FUGUE

The fugue of Johann Ludwig Krebs is an unusual composi-

tion. It is reminiscent of the ricercare with its two short

subjects (or "points of imitation" in the old form of ricer-

care), its exposition of the second subject following the

first exposition without a break, and its entries of the

subject entering closely upon each other. (See Figures 4

and 5.) However, the older fugal forms do not usually return

to the original subject later, and this fugue does.

The first subject consists only of the four-note B A C H

motive. Its exposition, measures 1-12, has four entries of

the subject with the second and fourth entry on the subdominant

instead of the dominant. (See Figure 4.) The exposition of

the second subject (the third arrangement of the motive on

the goblet--four notes descending chromatically) has five

entries with only the fourth entry entering a fourth above.

(See Figure 5,) In both of these expositions, some of the

entries are extended. After the end of the exposition of

the second subject, the first subject re-enters twice,

followed by several measures of episodic material.

9
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mw-

mome

Fig. 4--Krebs' Fugue, measures 1-7

-0 . I I I

The "development" section, measures 25-90, consists

of two bridge passages and two sections where the two sub-

jects are developed, with the first subject appearing the

most frequently9

'The word is used here for convenience. There are no
cleArly-defined sections in this fugue with the exception of
the two short initial expositions and the coda.
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In measures 25-27 the first subject appears as a duet

with ornamentation, seen in Figure 6. A bridge passage appears

before the first subject reappears three times under running

eighth notes, (See Figure 7 for the first reappearance.)

Fig. 6--Krebst Fugue, measures 25-27

-z;~.b __ ___ __ ___t

Fig. 7--Krebs' Fugue, measures 44-46

In measures 58-61 symmetrical interchange of motives is

used between the pedal and tenor parts, This is the only

instance where the motive B A C H appears in somewhat the

77

-ait

lz
10

'17 -,"t: Tw
la

lzrmzl
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The second bridge passage appears before the third part

of the fugue, measures 91-130, where the timing of the sub-

ject entrances is similar to the first exposition* (Compare

Figures 4 and 10.)

Fig, 10--Krebs' Fugue, measures 91-96

In this third section the first subject appears four

more times before the coda of fourteen measures. Two of

these are in a passage similar to the one in Figure 7.

The subject does not appear again until the coda,

where it is repeated over and over again. To give the fugue

an expansive ending, Krebs has harmonized all the notes of

this repeated motive in the last two phrases (partially

shown in Figure 11).

This unusual fugue with its two short subjects and

strange pattern of subject entries has a second subject

so common that it is hard to detect in the rest of the

fugue.



. V.-

14

I Li L~I~J j,,4,-~..,

Fig , lN-Krebs T Fugue , measures l 3l-2138

The best medium for this Tugue is a small organ with a

registration of bright and clear sound. The way in which

Krebs and his contemporaries wrote their music makes dynamic

markings unnecessary.

L-, t
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same manner as the second arrangement on the Bach goblet,

and it is divided in half, being separated by four quarter

notes. (Compare Figure 3, Chapter I, and Figure 8,)

Fig. 8-Krebs ? Fugue, measures 5 -61, second arrangement
of motive B A C H.

After the symmetrical interchange of motives, the second

subject appears in the pedal in stretto with the first sub-

ject and its answer at the fourth in the alto and soprano

parts, respectively. (See Figure 9.)

0 - I I JI.I
A I [_ri

pov-

AM

W, Jol -LA

_144

I f -3 Epp 7 1 to

4119

Fig. 9- -Krebs' Fugue) measures 64-68



CHAPTER III

SCHUMANN'S SIX FUGUES ON B A C H (OPUS 60)

The veneration in which Bachts music was held by such

Romantic composers as Mendelssohn and Schumann did not

always manifest itself obviously in these composers' works.

However, Schumann's intensive study of Bach's music resulted

in 1845 in some avowedly contrapuntal music. The Studies

for pedal-piano (Opus 56) and the Sketches for pedal-piano

(Opus 58) were written as a result of the appearance of the

pedal-pianol in the Leipzig Music School, intended for the

organ scholar's practicer2- Schumann's Six Fugues on B A C H,

another contrapuntal work intended for either pedal-piano or
1:

organ, resulted in the same year from his naive excitement

over a pedal-piano he rented in Dresden.3 All three of these

works were written during Schumann's first year in Dresden

where he and his wife decided to make their home because of

his health.4

1A pedal-piano is a piano with a pedal attachment,

similar to that of an organ, so that the bass can be played
with the feet.

2Joan Chissell, Schumann, 2nd ed. (New York, 1962),
p. 139.

BA. E. F. Dickinson, Bach's Fugal Works (London, 1956),
p. 239.

4Chissell, Schumann, p. 77.

15
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One can see from this group of fugues the many ways in

which the one motive B A C H could be used as a fugue subject

and as a part of episodic material. Although always clearly

recognizable as B A C H, the subject of each fugue is

attractively different in tempo, rhythm, and sometimes

octave displacement. In all his fugues Schumann seems to be

fond of the device of stretto. No fugue has a consistent

and unchanged countersubject though fragments of the motive

that accompany the second entry of the subject sometimes

reappear in several of the fugues. Four of the fugues are in

the key of B flat, but some variety in the tonal scheme is

achieved by a change of key in two of the fugues--Fugue 3,

in G minor, and Fugue 5, in F major.

The first fugue, in a solemn tempo, provides an appro-

priately dignified beginning for the entire set. Later, this

fugue becomes more lively, and the rhythmic impetus continues

through the lengthy Fugue 2. In contrast to the first two

fugues, Fugue 3 is both soft and relatively slow. In Fugue 4,

an increase in tempo and a thick, chordal climax both contrib-

ute to a much higher level of intensity. Fugue 5 again brings

a contrast with its light and lively subject. Fugue 6 begins

moderately but gradually increases in tempo and volume.

Fugue 1 consists of sixty-four measures in all. Its

exposition of fourteen measures contains five entries of

the subject. The middle section, measures 15-33, has three

appearances of the subject, all entering on G. (Chromatics
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do not obscure the dominance of the key of G minor in this

passage.) Section 3, measures 34-54, uses various tonalities

for the many entries of the subject, The last ten measures

of the fugue make up the coda, which is approached from the

key of C minor and goes immediately into B flat major, in

which key it ends,

The subject of Fugue 1 is illustrated in Figure 12.

Note that the motive, after its initial appearance in half

notes, appears again dispersed in retrograde among the

eight quarter notes.

L a ntgs&M _ ___

Im lapE IlsI Ill3II

Fig. 12--Schumann s Fugue 1, measures 1-3

Fugue 2 is a four-voiced fugue of 174 measures with

twenty-eight measures of exposition. Disagreement exists as

to whether the middle section, measures 29-73, is still a

part of the exposition or a development of the exposition.

(One author believes that the exposition consists of



seventy-three measures.) 5  However, there is a final cadence

at measure 29 on C major, and beginning in this same measure

the four-note motive B A C H begins to go through various

changes of tonality. The third section, measures 74-16C,

uses the device of stretto continuously for the first thir-

teen measures. At measure 163 a coda of twelve measures with

a pedal point on B flat begins.

The fugue subject consists of the motive B A C H in this

rhythm followed by five measures of sixteenth

notes. (See Figure 13.) The answers in Fugue 2 are tonal

-- n: M

Fig, 13-"$chumann's Fugue 2, measures 1-~5

5Dickinson, Bach's Fugal Works, p. 2400
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by chromatic inflexion rather than by change of interval,

Since there is a modulation to the dominant within the

subject, a tonal answer is necessary to bring the answers

from dominant back to tonic. Therefore, at least eleven

sixteenth notes in the remainder of the answers use the

accidentals of the original tonic key, rather than the

dominant key in which the answer begins.

Although Fugue 3 has the least number of measures,

fifty-nine, it is not as short as it appears because of

its slow tempo, The exposition, consisting of five entries

of a subject that is similar to the subject of Fugue 1

(compare Figures 12 and 14), goes to measure 22 and is the

first exposition of this set of fugues to have a counter-

subject accompanying the first entry, (See Figure 14.)

Portions of this countersubject appear four times.

-tBd 4 4 __

PA

Fig, 1 I4-Schumann's Fugue measures l-4
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Section 2 of the fugue, measures 22-44, has six entries

of the subject, two of which are complete while the other

four are altered, Section 3, measures 45-59, begins with an

entry of part of the subject on the third of G minor and it

is followed by two appearances of the motive B A C H,

In the last phrase of the fugue, measure 53, the subject

appears in the alto with a part of its original counter-

subject in the tenor, (Compare Figures 14 and 15.) As can

also be seen in Figure 15, a stretto appears between the

motive in the soprano and alto. After a few more measures

the fugue ends in G with a "picardy third."

Fig. l5--.Schumann s Fugue 3, measures 53-56

Fugue 4 is the only one in~ which the motive B A C H

comprises the entire subject. The motive is stated once,

then repeated a whole tone lower. (See Figure 16,)

This five-voice fugue of 116 measures has an exposition

of thirteen measures with an episode of sixteen measures
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Fig, 16--Schumann's Fugue 4, measures 1-3

before section 2. Section 2, measures 30-87, uses the B A C H

motive in retrograde as well as the fugue subject as it first

appeared in this fugue. The third section, measures 88-105,

consists of one stretto in four voices covering five of this

section's eighteen measures, The coda consists of chords

over a pedal-point on B flat.

All entries of this unusually arranged fugal subject

are unaltered except the fourth entry. (See Figure 17.)

J
-aaI

Fig, 17--Schumann' s Fugue 4, measures 7-9
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The fifth entry of the subject in the pedal forms a stretto

with another entry of the subject in the soprano, (See

Figure l.)
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Fig, 18--Schumann's Fugue 4, measures 11-13

In all, there are twenty-five measures of the two-measure

motive B A C H before the fugue subject appears in inversion

in the bass part in measures 26 and. 27, (See Figure 19.)

I' Uj

-AE I

Fig. 19--Schumann's Fugue 4, measures 26-28
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In meas~res-30 
and 31 the motive 

B A C H in its cus-

o nay eeurt 3as in the first three fugues 
appears for

teary arrang in r ade motion in the pedal. The first

the irt ape in retrograde the original fugue subject

time it appears in retrogradimultaneouslyin another voice.

-~ its last note sounds
minus

(See Figure 20.)

144

Fig. 20 -1-Schumannis Fugue 
4, measures 30-32

B A C H in retrograde 
appears a

The f our-not e motive ....C -the last time

few more times with the subject Of Fugue tThere

Smr s Ve measures before section 3.-th

in measures74-75, rembineuthe subject of the fugue. ith

the twoteatared pearsin-chords above the retrograde

one note altered appepearalo c(See Figure 21-) In

arrangement of B A C H in the pedalt (Se in Figure 21

theS Econd and fourth groups of eighth notes inFthis 
time

the motiv ap rintill another arrangement--

the motive appears

as H C B A.
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Fig. 21-Schumannis Fugue 4, measures 74-.76

The subject of Fugue 4 tends to keep this fugue con-

stantly motiVated to itq end, Chords above a free figure in

the pedal displace the appearance of the subject, at measure

82 on, but the subject enters again after six measures,

altered in two of its four entrances to maintain the

diminished seventh harmonies in the ensuing chromatic

passage of five measures, (See Figure 22.)

I ~. .ii

Fig. 22--Schumann's Fugue 4, measures 88-94
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In measure 94, the motive B A C H in retrograde motion

is again combined with part of the subject of the fugue.

The subject does not appear again until the 
coda of eleven

measures, where at least three entries of an altered subject

in quarter notes appear mixed among 
chords in half-note values.

Fugue 5, a four-voiced fugue, consists of 124 measures

and includes three expositions--the first 
in measures 1-12

in B flat; the second in D minor, measures 23-33; the third

in F, measures 37-49. A codetta of nineteen measures ends

this section of expositions, followed by a middle section,

measures 67-82, based on an inverted subject. 
This section

includes several chromatic passages before arriving 
in F.

The third section of thirty-one measures in the key of F

contains the fragments of the subject in its original

arrangement and key in a few stretti, and it also contains

the dotted quarter-note motive B A C H in retrograde. A

coda of eleven measures ends the fugue. The lively subject

of staccato eighth notes (see Figure 23) moves so quickly

that the motive B A C H at the beginning is hardly recog-

nizable. Beginning on an upbeat, the fugue subject incor-

porates and continues the zigzag motion of the B A C H motive.
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Fig. 23-- chumannfs Fugue 5, measures 1-4

Fugue 6, a double fugue in B flat, has 155 
measures,

Its first section has an exposition and counterexposition,

measures 1-36, with each having five entries 
of the subject

illustrated in Figure 24. The middle section consists of

measures 37-46, after which a brief section of twelve

measures appears with the subject in the original 
key.

The second subJect, still in the key of B flat, has

four entries covering eight measures. Following is an epi-

sode of ten measures before the second 
section, measures

77-85, begins with the second subject inverted, 
The third

section, measures 85-94, begins with a stretto of the sub-

ject, altered but in its original key, At measure 95 the

first and second subjects are combined 
in a brief exposition

of nine measures with each subject having 
three entries.

The long coda, measures 116-155, consists of fragments of

both subjects.



The first subject is similar to the first subject in

Krebst fugue. (Compare Figures 24 and 4.) It is also

similar to the subjects of Fugues 1 and 3 of Schumann,

(Compare Figures 24, 12, and 14.)
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Fig. 24--Schumann's Fugue 6, measures 1-3

The second subject, lacking somewhat in character, con-

sists simply of diatonically descending 
half notes followed

by triplet quarters derived from 
the first exposition. While

neither of these subjects has the character 
or life of those

in some of the earlier fugues of this set, they combine well

together and they are malleable 
enough to permit much free-

dom in procedure. The exposition of the combined subjects

beginning in measure 95 is illustrated on the following

page,

OWN



Fig. 25--Schufanni$s Fugue 6, measuires 95-97

The coda, appropriately big for the end of the final

fugue, uses material from both subjects, (See Figure 26.)
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Fig. 26--Schumann T$ Fugue 6, measures 118-120

These six fugues of Schumann are well arranged to be

played as a group. Each fugue speaks for itself, as its

own character and style, and a texture that fits its subject,
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Fugue 1 has a solemn subject and tends toward a romantic

style. Fugues 2 and 5 remind one of Bach's 
music, espe-

cially his fantasies and toccatas. Fugue 3 sounds like a

chorale of the romantic era. Fugue 4 stands somewhere

between the style of Bach and the romantic 
era, and Fugue 6

leans again more toward the romantic with its chromatic

harmonies and increases in volume and tempo. 
Over all, these

six fugues need contrasting registration 
to produce an

interesting sound.



CHAPTER IV

LISZT'S FUGUE

Liszt's work, written for the organ and 
later transcribed

for the piano, has been called by Humphrey 
Searle a direct

link between Bach and Schoenberg.

lhe -Fantasy and Fugue on B A 
C HO makes

an advanced use of the chromaticism inherent 
in

the motto theme; the opening of the fugue

in particular contains a long passage which is

shifting in tonality so frequently that it is

impossible to say what key it is really 
in. This

type of chromaticism, based to some extent on the

chord of the diminished seventh, was considerably

influenced by Bach's own use of chromatic 
har-

monies, particularly in some of the chorale

harmonisations and chorale preludes . . . Liszt,

of course, used these methods in a much more

radical manner than Bach, who always preserved

his sense of tonality ; but with Liszt we can see

the beginning of that sliding chromaticism which

eventually weakened the tonal system at the end

of the century, in the works of composers like

Reger ,to such an extent that tonal analysis

hardly became possible any more; and this in turn

paved the way for the atonal music 
of Schoenberg

and his followers , , this fantasy and Fugue

on B A C i] may be regarded as a more or less

direct link between Bach and Schoenberg; and

apart from its experimental side, it is in any

case an extremely interesting and effective 
piece.

A fantasy of eighty measures precedes Franz 
Liszt's

large five-voiced fugue., The fugue is similar to the

1Humphrey Searle, The Music of_ Liszt (London, 1954),

p, 87,

30
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fantasy in having sudden dynamics, and 
it has ten different

tempo markings.

The exposition of the subject consists 
of twelve meas-

ures. The long development section, measures 
13-89, can be

divided into two sections. It seems Liszt wanted two

different developments of the fugue subject 
although each

section of the development section seems 
sufficient within

itself. Each of the two sections ends with a codetta 
or

bridge passage of new material. Measures 13-49 contain the

first development section and measures 50-89 the second.

Section III, the return to the whole subject, 
can be

divided into three sections. At the end of each of these

three sections one expects the coda, but Liszt postpones the

ending in order to develop his ideas to their 
dramatic limits.

The first part of Section III marks the return 
of the com-

plete fugue subject in the key of 
F sharp minor. In its

second and third entry it appears in augmentation. 
The

second section develops the motive B A C H 
further, and the

third section expands the idea still further. 
This third

section ends with a bridge passage or codetta 
of trills and

an augmented subject.

The coda, measures 177-212, after its two and one-half

measure introduction, consists of four short parts sectioned

mainly by the tempo markings, allegro moderato, grave, lento,

and adagissimo.
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The frequency of basic key changes may be 
seen in part

merely by looking at the key signatures of 
the various figures

illustrated in this chapter. The last part of the fugue

subject is used as an important motive 
throughout the fugue

and influences the shifting tonality, 
(See Figure 27.)

The pairs of notes comprising this motive 
in measure 4 can

be combined in a way reminiscent of 
the third goblet motive

in Krebs' fugue, discussed in Chapter II. The second half

of the subject also reminds one of Schumann's arrangement of

the subject in his Fugue 4.

Fig. 27--Lisztls Fugue, measures 1-4

At the beginning of the fugue there is 
an "introduction"

of four notes before the B A C H motive appears. 
This sub-

ject, with the motive B A C H in 
the middle rather than at

the beginning as has been true of all the -other 
fugues

studied, starts on a weak beat at each of 
the first four
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entries. (Schumann's Fugue 2 and Fugue 5 also begin on

weak beats. Compare Figures 13, 23, and 27.)

In the first part of the development section, 
meas-

ures 13-89, the second half of the subject appears three

times against the motive B A C H and against itself aug-

mented to quarter-note values. (See Figure 28.)

Fig. 28--Lisztls Fugue, measures 12-13

Also in this first section of the development 
two pas-

sages marked "leggiero, quasi cadenza" 
stand out, the first

one of which is shown in Figure 29. These passages are

preceded by a few measures of the first 
half of the fugue

subject and are followed by an arrangement 
of the second

half of the subject. The first half of the subject seems to

prepare the listener again for a third 
"leggiero, quasi

cadenza" passage, but instead goes into the second 
section of

the developmental section. These two passages seem to be

used to modulate into the key of E minor for 
the beginning
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Fig. 29-Lisztt  Fugue, measures 26-*29

of the second section of the development, measures 50-89.

This second section goes through the keys of F minor and

D flat, and at measure 76 it is near the key of F sharp

minor (the tonality changes so rapidly that a definite key

is hard to determine). For the first sixteen measures, there

are scale passages, some of which are followed by the motive

B A C H. (See Figure 30,)

- A -
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Fig. 30O-Liszt t sFugue, measures 50-51

In measures 66-73, the second half of the fugue subject

appears against itself giving a 
syncopated effect (see Fig-

ure 31) and is interrupted by two 
measures of runs.

Fig. 31--Lisztls Fugue, measures 66-67
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A codetta or bridge passage of sixteen 
measures ends

this second development section, This passage is composed

mostly of broken chords and trills with the second half of

the fugue subject appearing for a short 
time,

Section 3, measures 90-176, can be divided into three

parts, It does not appear with the subject 
in its original

key, which usually designates the 
beginning of a fugue

ts

third section. Instead, the complete subject with the same

introduction as at the fugue's beginning 
enters three times

in F sharp minor with the second and third 
entries augmented

and in octaves. A constant movement of eighth notes serves

as a countersubject through the-second 
and third entries

and is almost continuous throughout the 
first part of this

third section.

In the second part of this third section, 
measures 120-134,

marked "Agitato molto" the motive appears 
in retrograde for the

first time and is followed by its regular arrangement, 
slightly

altered. (See Figure 32.)

Fig. 32--Liszt's Fugue, measures 
120-121
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In the last part of this section, 
measures 135-176,

marked "Alegro," appear three 
chordal passages with the

motive B A C H in the pedal, each set of chords being

followed by descending arpeggiated 
figures. At measure

155 the broken chords begin 
ascending and the motive B 

A C H

appears twice in the pedal, 
followed by a codetta with 

an

extended pedal trill and appearances 
of the subject,

augmented and rearranged.

Finally Liszt begins the coda 
of thirty-three measures

with a loud two and one-half 
measure introduction of chords

as if to say "the coda is now 
ready to begin." The coda is

made of material taken from 
the fugue's subject with the 

second

half of the subject used first. 
Then the motive B A C H

appears in its original key 
in three octaves simultaneously

but arranged as A C H B (see Figure 
33), building not only

in speed but in volume as 
it is constantly repeated.

Fig. 33--Lisztls Fugue, measures 18-ll

r



At a triple forte the whole subject appears in augmentation

in its original key* After a rest of four beats, the motive

appears for the last time triple piano followed by a triple

forte ending.

Liszt made much use of repetition to help build sections

of his fugue to their climaxes. Also, frequent use is made

of octaves for the sake of brilliance in this recital work.

Note that Liszt did not use the device of stretto in this

fugue as did Krebs and Schumann,

This 9ork displays Liszt's impulsiveness and temperament

and his obvious concern with bravura effects. As said

earlier, his harmony in this work is in an advanced 
chromatic

style, The ]3 A C H motive is treated in a great variety of

ways, and its appearance is so frequent 
as to risk becoming

tiresome. No section of the fugue is without it in some

form,



CHAPTER V

FUGUES ON THE MOTIVE BY REGER AND KARG-ELERT

Both Max Reger and Siegfried Karg-Elert 
were composing

at the turn of the century, but their fugues under considera-

tion in this chapter were written over thirty years apart.

Reger wrote his fugue before 1900, 
and Karg-Elert wrote his

fugue in 1932--the next-to-last year 
of his life. However,

Karg-Elert did write a sonata on the motive in 1912 for the

harmonium'.

Reger precedes his fugue on the motive B A C H with a

fantasy, and Karg-Elert precedes his with a passacaglia 
and

variations. As mentioned in the preceding chapter, Liszt

preceded his fugue with a prelude (called 
a fantasy by some

authors),

The fugue by Reger is a double fugue with five voices

and a first exposition of twenty-two measures. 
The develop-

ment section, measures 22-52, continues the entry of the

subject on the tonic and dominant of the key of B flat until

the codetta, measures 53-71, introduces the motive B A C H

alone in the various voices and in retrograde. 
(The use of

retrograde motion here can be seen as providing 
a connecting

39
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link to the second subject, which has 
the motive B A C H in

retrograde as its last four notes. See Figure 35.)

The exposition of the second subject lasts 
twenty-one

measures, and its development section, 
measures 93-113, bears

some similarity to the first development 
section in the

orderly tonal plan of subject entrances. Measures 114-132

contain the double exposition, with the development section,

measures 133-162, and the coda, measures 163-176, following,

The first subject of the fugue is composed 
of the motive

B A C H followed by a pause of a quarter 
rest and then seven

S gt MwLVtOM&(Afi,&4 o rat nch Ae 5ckr' It~
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Fig. 34-RegerT 5 Fugue, measures 1-6
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quarter notes. This subject is very similar to 
those of

Fugues 1, 3, and 6 of Schumann. (Compare Figures 12, 14,

24, and 34.) The second subject, ending with B A C H in

retrograde, as mentioned above, is illustrated in Figure 35.

(JIo)

D ~ ;

M. alt.

Fig. 35--RegerT s Fugue, measures 72-73

In the exposition of the first subject, the first four

entries follow closely upon each other, but 
there is a lapse

of four measures before the fifth entry.

This is the first fugue to be analyzed so far 
that has

a consistent countersubject throughout the 
exposition. Its

first appearance is shown in Figure 34, measure 
4.

In the development section, measures 22-52, 
there are

many entries of the subject on the 
tonic and dominant of B

flat. A codetta, measures 53-71, is the first section that

nowhere contains the subject in its entirety. 
This section,

with the motive B A C H in original 
and inverted forms, could
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almost be considered an introductory passage for the exposi-

tion of the second subject. Beginning in measure 63 the

motive enters three times--two of which curiously change

their level of entrance away from the B flat-F 
plan. It

also appears inverted in the soprano part starting 
on the

note A, this time with the motive extended sequentially.

Along with the motive is a continuous movement 
of eighth

notes which begin in measure 37 and continue through 
this

section. These eighths serve as a link to the second sub-

ject of the fugue,which is composed almost entirely 
of eighth

notes.

The exposition of the second subject, measures 72-92,

is again in B flat and is regular with the 
exception of an

insignificant and editorially doubtful alteration 
in the

third entry. The ending of this subject shows marked simi-

larity to the beginning of the first subject. In fact, the

last six notes of the second subject are the first 
six notes

of the first subject in retrograde, (See Figure 35.) The

second exposition differs from the first by its lack 
of a

consistent countersubject.

In the development, measures 93-113, the second subject,

as mentioned earlier, always begins on the same tones of the

key of B flat as it did in the exposition. However, here

each entry is altered.

The double exposition, measures 114-132, opens fortis-

simo with the first and second subjects 
beginning on the

,it , -.-
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same beat unlike the comparable place in Schumann's Fugue 6.

(Compare Figures 36 and 25.) Both subjects appear together

twice in the development section, measures 133-162, with

little alteration, and they begin on the same tones as in

the expositions. These are the last times the first subject

appears in its entirety. Only the first four notes of the

subject, or the motive B A C H, appear in the rest of the

fugue.

1? - - I I, I I
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Fig. 36--Reger's Fugue, measures 114-116
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The combinations of the two subjects are not dynamic

in sound as the fugue is building, but at measure 146, where

the climax is reached, Reger introduces part of both sub-

jects in octaves to help emphasize this high point in the

fugue. (See Figure 37.)

Fig. 37-Regerts Fugue, measures 146-147

At measure 147 two altered B A C H motives appear in

octaves in pedal, each one in a different key. In measure

150 the altered motive is in two parts a third apart, and

a measure later it appears unaltered in the pedal. In

measure 153 th e motive is in half notes against itself

augmented. Above these two motives is the second subject

greatly altered. (See Figure 3b .) Beginning in measure

156, the first subject reappears in the treble clef with

an altered second subject in the bass and pedal parts
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forming thirds. The motive B A C H appears immediately again

with the altered second subject in the bass part in octaves.

Fig, 38 .-Reger's Fugue, measures 153-155
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In measure 163 a dramatic rest announces the coda--a

thirteen-measure climax to the piece, employing many doubling

for extra sonority,. The motive B A C H appears six different

times and is first written twice in octaves above an altered

second subject played twice. Then the motive appears twice

in its original key on the tonic and dominant of B flat.

After its sixth appearance it ends on a dominant seventh

chord in the key of the piece followed by a final chromatic

resolution.

This is the first fugue studied in which the subjects

and the motive B A C H rarely enter on notes other than

would be expected in a normal exposition.

No use is made of the device of stretto in this fugue

of 166 measures. However, romantic devices abound. As did

Liszt, Reger used octaves to build his fugue to its climax

and the scoring thickens toward the end to such an extent

that there are frequently eight or nine notes sounding

simultaneously. In addition to this the tempo increases

steadily throughout the fugue from =50 at the beginning

to 6=140 near the end.

Siegfried Karg-Elert's Passacaglia, Variations and

Fugue on the Motive B A C H was composed in 1932, Its

immediate inspiration was a concert tour which, in the

spring of 1932, brought the composer to America,1

1Johannes Piersig, preface to Passacaglia and Fugue
on B A C H by Siegfried Karg-Elert London,-193HY, p. 2.
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The fugue is the first one analyzed so far that does not

have the motive B A C H in its original form as part of its

subject. However, in a footnote in the only available edition

appears the fragment shown in Figure 39. To the subject proper

(in small notes, top staff) has been added the B A C H motive

(large notes) and an inversion of the subject (small notes,

lower staff). Lines have been drawn in the second measure to

point out hidden references to the motive within the two-voiced

texture. There is no explanatory note to tell the reader whe-

ther the ideas in the footnote originate with the composer or

Johannes Piersig, the editor. (See Figure 39.)

Fig. 39--Karg-Elert's Fugue, the subject and its inverted
form.

The fugue is in three parts: exposition and development

of the subject (measures 1-37), a free bridge passage (meas-

ures 38-114), and the combination of the fugue's subject with

the motive B A C H which has been established in the passacaglia

and variations. (The last four measures of this third part,

measures 115-146, are the fugue's coda.)



The exposition of eight measures has one of its four

entries accompanied by two groups of notes which imply the

motive B A C H, although they do not expressly indicate it.

In the development section that follows, measures 8-37, there

are entries of a part of the subject in the original and

different keys, Karg-Elert, as opposed to Reger, places the

subject at many different tonal levels, The first appearance

of the motive B A C H in this fugue is beneath a fragment of

the fugue subject in its original key. The motive is divided

in half by a rest of three beats, and the fragment of the

subject is also divided. (See Figure 40.)

L i- I I LMI- I

Fig. 40--Karg-Elertts Fugue, measures 13-14

In measures 19 and 20 the subject is inverted in its

entirety, and under the second half of the inverted subject

the motive appears in the pedal. Part of it is shown in

Figure 41.
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Fig . 41--Karg-Elert's Fugue , measures 19-20

Many times portions of the subject and its inverted form

appear, but at the end of measure 28 the subject enters in its

entirety in its original form on the tonic and then again on

the dominant. (The first ten notes are in the bass and are

followed by the remainder of the subject in the next octave

above.)

Before the long bridge passage of seventy-seven measures

begins the motive B A C H enters three times. In this pas-

sage the motive appears twice in dotted eighth notes, the

first time in original form and the second time in inversion.

The bridge passage is in two- and three-part dissonant coun-

terpoint, an example of which is sho in Figure 42. Measure

93 shows another arrangement of the motive, B t A C, and

measures 102-103 show another, H C B A.
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Fig. 42--Karg-Elert's Fugue, measures 91-94

In the third part of this fugue the subject combines

with the motive B A C H ten times. The last time the motive

is inverted and altered and so is the subject. In the first

of these combinations the motive is in the treble clef in

octaves as well as single notes. (See Figure 43.)
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Fig, 43--Karg-Elert's Fugue, measure 117

At measure 129 each sixteenth note in the subject appearing

at the same time a note of the motive is struck forms another

motive B A C H as seen in Figure 44.
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Fig. 44-Karg-Elert's Fugue, measure 129

In the coda, marked "Doppio movimento," the motive

beginning on B flat, appears in the top voice of a series

of harmonically interesting chords. (See Figure 45.) A

rushing chromatic scale leads to the final cadence, The

last chord with its added second and sixth is indicative of

the harmonic fullness of this extremely romantic work,
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Fig. 45--Karg-Elert's Fugue, measures 137-139
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As has been noted earlier, the first exposition of

Reger's fugue uses a consistently-applied counteraubject in

its first four entrances. But this countersubject is not

used again with prominence or frequency. Instead, in the

remainder of this fugue, as well as in the entire Karg-Elert

work, a wide variety of free counterpoint is the rule, not

only in the episodic passages but in the expositions as well.

Reger seemingly did not write his work on B A C H to

show off his skill as a performer, as did Liszt, He does not

use sudden dynamics and fast chromatic passages, but instead

increases the tempo and volume of his work gradually as the

fugue progresses. He does not use octaves to build to the

final big climax of the piece until after the piece has been

triple forte for ten measures. His work seems to fall between

the styles of Schumann and Liszt, with much of his counter-

point similar to that of Schumann in its diatonic clarity.

Johannes Piersig, who wrote the preface to the Hinrichsen

edition of Karg-Elert's Passacaglia and Fugue, says, "Its

firm construction and its bold imposing outlines bear witness

to the composer's final credo, his belief in the teaching

symbolized by B A C H." Piersig also said that Karg-Elertts

return to a formal strict polyphony is clearly marked in

this work on B A C H--a statement perhaps true primarily in

comparing this work to others by Karg-Elert.
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Karg-Elert does not make use of many dynamics in his

work on B A C H, and he does not have as many tempo changes

as did Liszt and Reger, The first and third parts of the

fugue are loud, while the long bridge passage is relatively

quiet with just a few dynamic markings. In the third part

of the fugue, where the motive B A C H and the fugue's

subject are combined, octaves are used.

All three of these works, Reegerls, Karg-Elert's, and

Liszt's, would be played best on a large organ--Reger's

because of its inordinate length, unrelieved fullness of

texture, and steady increase in tempo which require more

and various qualities of stops; Karg-Elert's because of the

work's sensuousness, brilliance, and colorful quality; and

Liszt's because of its length, varied sections, and massive

tonal demands, which require a lot of contrasting registration,



CHAPTER VI

FUGUES ON THE MOTIVE BY NIELAND AND PEPPING

The fugue of Jan Nieland of Holland and the three

fugues of Ernst Pepping (1901- ) are not as grandiose

as those discussed in Chapters IV and V. Pepping, a

German composer, has written several other works for

organ in addition to the three fugues on the motive

B A C H, and his background and output are well-documented.

Jan Nieland, on the other hand, seems virtually unknown,

no mention being made of him in any of the standard

reference sources.

Both parts of Nieland's Fantasy nd Fugue on B A C H

have many key changes. The exposition lasts twenty-eight

measures before the appearance of the development section,

measures 29-93, consisting of modulations, bridge passages,

and four "variations" with the fugue subject as the theme.

These "variations" are extremely short--some six measures

each--and they each consist of a single, unaltered subject

accompanied by new counterpoint. The subject appears in

a different voice at each new entrance and the entire

section with its bridge passages has considerable rhythmic

54
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and structural continuity. This whole portion of the fugue

lends itself well to analysis as part 
of the development.

However, the pronounced and regularly occurring 
key changes

and the accompanying double bars all tend 
to emphasize the

separateness of these six-measure 
fragments and have led to

their description here as variations.

After this curious section there is a short return to

the original key of the piece, measures 94-100, 
with a

stretto followed by a coda of nine measures.

Figure 46 illustrates the opening measures 
of the fugue.

After the textbook exposition with its well-defined 
counter-

subject, the fugue modulates into D flat, the key of the

first variation. In this variation, measures 37-43, the

fugue's subject begins on D flat in the soprano 
with thirds

under the first four notes of it, the accented notes forming

the motive B A C H. (See Figure 47.)

Fig. 47--Nieland's Fugue, measures 37-3o
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There is a bridge passage of six measures before the

second variation, with a key signature of four flats.

Another key change to three sharps marks the beginning of

another bridge passage of six measures before the third

variation begins with a key signature of four sharps,

After the eleven measures containing the bridge passage

and two key changes, the fourth variation begins with four

flats for its key signature.

Two more key changes follow this fourth variation before

the fugue subject appears in its original key in stretto with

the motive B A C H in three other voices, (See Figure 48.)

The coda states the subject one last time in the top voice

of chords.

Fig. 48--Nieland's Fugue, measures 94-99

As was true of Nieland's fugue, Ernst PeppingTs three

double fugues fail to reach the volume and extravagance of

the fugues of Reger and Karg-Elert.



Each subject of Fugue 1 has its own exposition and

development, but the two subjects do not have an exposition

and development together. The reason may be that most of

the second subject is the inversion of the first subject,

and an exposition and development of these two subjects to-

gether would lack variety.

The first subject has an exposition, measures 1-25,

with five entries of the subject; a development section,

measures 26-44, with two entries of the subject; a third

section of six measures where the subject is in its original

key; and a short codetta. The second subject, which follows

the codetta, has an exposition of about the same length with

the same number of entries as was found in the first exposi-

tion. Its development section, measures 83-108, also has

two entries of the subject and a third section, measures

109-116, with the second subject in its original key.

Measures 117-127 contain a section of re-entries of the motive

B A C H in regular and inverted form, with both forms sound-

ing simultaneously in some instances. The coda, measures

128-148, contains portions of only the first subject.

The exposition of the first subject, marked "allegro

sostenuto," has four of its five entries accompanied by a

consistent countersubject, and this same countersubject

appears with the two entries in the development section. (See

Figure 49 for an entry of the subject with the countersubject.)
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Both of the entries in the development section appear in their

entirety, beginning on E flat and B flat respectively, but

only a part of the countersubject appears with each.
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Fig, 49-Pepping t$ Fugue 1, measures 5-9

In the third section, part of the subject returns in its

original key with a part of the same countersubject. The

short cod&eta contains fragments of the subject without this

consistent countersubject and ends this section on an A major
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With A as its first note, the exposition of the second

subject begins, It seems that A might be considered the

dominant and ID, the first note of the second entry, the

tonic. There seems to be no definite key center when the

first subject is inverted, Four of the five entries of

this second. subject have a consistent countersubject (see

Figure 50 for the second subject and countersubject) with

no alterations of the countersubject at all although the

fifth entry of the subject lacks a few notes.
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Fig, 50-Pepping s Fugue 1, measures 59-64
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The subject enters in its entirety in the development

section, measures 83-108, on E and A respectively, with part

of its countersubject with the first entry, and all of it

except one note with the second entry,

Measure 109 marks the beginning of the third section,

where the second subject returns to its original key and

appears in the pedal augmented. This is followed by the

return of the motive B A C H in its original form for eight

measures before both forms of it appear simultaneously--the

inverted form in the top voice and the regular form 
in the

voice underneath. (See Figure 51.)

- ;m-

Fig. 51--Peppingts Fugue 1, measures 125-127

In the coda there are only parts of the fugues first

subject, with the motive B A C H appearing in various

rhythms. (See Figure 52,) Except for five measures where

the first subject appears, most of the twenty-one measures

of the coda use only the motive B A C H.
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Fig. 52--Pepping s Fugue 1, measures 131-133

Fugue 2, also a double fugue, is the shortest of the

three fugues. The two subjectsf-only one containing the

B A C H motive--enter simultaneously. The second subject-

the one without the motive--has more movement and at the

beginning of the work it is more obvious, being in the

upper voice, (See Figure 53.)
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Fig 53-Peppingts Fugue 2, measures 1-3
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The exposition of this four-voiced fugue has twenty-

seven measures with complete entries of the two subjects,

which enter together; a bridge passage of twelve measures

separates the third and fourth entries. The development sec-

tion, measures 26-46, begins in the key of A flat, has several

appearances of part of the subjects; and each time either of

these gay subjects appears almost in its entirety, it is

accompanied by the other subject. This is also true in the

section that follows--the section with the return of the

original key. It has two entries of the subjects before a

bridge passage of six measures very similar to the one in

the exposition. The coda, measures 58-66, takes its mate-

rial only from the first subject.

Subjects appear in adjacent voices in the beginning,

but the range widens with each succeeding entry. After the

first three entries that follow upon each other without much

rest, one wonders if the fourth entry, twelve measures later,

is a fourth entry or part of the development, especially since

the first subject had already appeared in the bass voice.

But the bridge passage has no semblance of development of

subject, and it also keeps the fugue basically in the key of

B flat. Not until after the fourth entry when the subjects

are being developed does the fugue modulate.

In the development section, measures 26-46, there are

three entries of the first part of both subjects--the first
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on A flat, the second on D flat, and the third on A flat

in diminution and in a minor key. (See Figure 54.) Frag-

ments of both subjects precede and follow the third entry.

Lim

LrT

Fig. 54--Peppingts Fugue 2, measure 42

In the fugue's third section, beginning at measure 47,

the subjects return first on the dominant in their entirety

followed by an entry on the tonic almost in their entirety,

the second subject lacking one note.

After a six-measure bridge passage with no hint of the

subject, the coda begins with the subject appearing on B

flat three times in altered form.

Fugue 3, a five-voiced fugue and the longest of the

three, has a separate exposition and development for each

subject, with the two subjects combining in a final

exposition.
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The first two notes of the motive in the first subject

are separated by a rest from the following material, achieving

a new and interesting effect in the use of the B A C H motive,

(See Figure 55.) The second subject, mostly sixteenth notes,

is four measures long and bears some similarity to the

countersubject that appears with the first subject, (See

Figure 56.)

:AA

Fig. 55--Pepping's Fugue 3, measures
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Fig. 56--Pepping s Fugue 3, measures 77-8l

Like the first fugue of this set, the entries in the

exposition of the first subject are accompanied by a

consistent countersubject.

All four fugues in this chapter are similar in three

respects--they have one or two consistent countersubjects,

they are not grandiose, and the size of organ is not impor-

tant . Nielandt s fugue is the most romantic in style, with a

more melodious fugue subject than those of Pepping.

Peppingt s fugues lean toward the style of Krebs and Bach.
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Conclusions

The discussion in these chapters has been an attempt

to illustrate the use of the motive B A C H in organ com-

positions from before the time of Bach up to the present.

Time limitations required that this study limit itself to

those works appearing in generally available editions.

The shortness and chromaticism of the motive B A C H

would seem to limit severely the stylistic differences seen

in these fugues, and of course, this is true to a large

degree, particularly in regard to their prevailing

chromaticism. However, in other ways they are a surprisingly

diverse group. In some, the motive is the entire subject;

in others, the motive forms only a small part of the sub-

ject; and in the Karg-Elert fugue the motive does not

appear in the subject at all. The fugues resulting from

these diverse subjects range all the way from the sustained,

serious ricercare-like work of Krebs to the scherzando

quality of Schumann's sixth fugue.

In the two fugues whose subjects consist only of the

motive, there is no rest separating the motive from the rest

of the fugue. But in the other fugues, with the exception

of three, the motive is separated from the remainder of the

subject by a rest. Of the fourteen fugues discussed, five

are double fugues. Only two of these five (the first fugue



of Pepping and the fugue of Reger) have a second subject con-

taining the motive B A C H, and in both of these subjects the

motive is in retrograde.

The fugues of Liszt, Reger, and Karg-Elert can be

grouped as heavy fugues, meaning they have very loud sec-

tions with thick textures. The fugue of Nieland, with its

lighter texture, and the fugues of Pepping, which display a

certain amount of cheerfulness, never reach the full volume

of the fugues of Liszt, Reger, and Karg-Elert. These last

three fugues are best as recital pieces, while the other

fugues can be used for either recital pieces or for service

playing.
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